Virtual machine migration is a useful and widely used workload management technique. However, the overhead of moving gigabytes of data across machines, racks, or even data centers limits its applicability. According to a recent study by IBM [7] , the number of distinct servers visited by a migrating VM is small; often just two. By storing a checkpoint on each server, a subsequent incoming migration of the same VM must transfer less data over the network.
INTRODUCTION
Hardware virtualization in the form of virtual machines is ubiquitous and an integral part of modern day computing. One particularly useful aspect of virtualization is the ease with which VMs can be moved between physical servers, Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. i.e., VM migration. Migrations can happen for a variety of reasons such as load balancing, hot spot mitigation [27] , and vacating servers for maintenance [22] . Typically, a migration is seen as a one-off event with little optimization potential across migrations, all the while the migration-related traffic poses a real problem to data center operators [22] .
A recent large scale study by IBM Research revealed that VMs do not migrate randomly between hosts, but instead follow a pattern: most interesting is that the set of servers visited by a virtual machine (VM) is small. In 68% of the cases a VM visits just two servers [7] . While we can only speculate about the underlying cause, the potential optimization is clear. Because a VM only migrates between a small set of servers, it may be beneficial to store a checkpoint at each visited server. When migrating to a previously visited server, the old checkpoint can be reused to initialize the VM. This should decrease the migration traffic and the migration time. Reading from the local disk is potentially faster than over a potentially slow and congested network link.
Numerous papers have been written on how to improve the migration of VMs in one way or another. Related work [5, 28, 21, 30] exploits the redundancy found within a single VM or a cluster of VMs. After all, identical pages must only be transferred once from the source to the destination. Deduplication is not independent of how quickly the VM's memory changes over time. In contrast, the practical benefit of reusing local checkpoints greatly depend on the rate at which the VM's memory changes. As we will demonstrate, the similarity between the VM and a recent checkpoint decreases over time. However, even after 24 hours, 20% to 40% of the pages are still unchanged. For shorter time frames, e.g., 2 hours, the similarity is even more significant; upwards of 60%.
To decrease the migration traffic and time, we propose that each migration source locally stores a checkpoint of the outgoing VM. As the probability is high that the VM will return to the host at some point in the future, the incoming migration can be bootstrapped with the old checkpoint. We argue that local storage is cheap and abundant and VM checkpoints may already be kept for other reasons such as, for example, fault tolerance [10] . Our measurements confirm that the migration time and traffic is reduced by a percentage equivalent to the similarity between the VM's current state and its old checkpoint. In a scenario where virtual desktops are routinely migrated between user workstations and a central consolidation server, we see a reduction of the migration traffic by up to 75%. Table 1 : Summary of the 6 systems whose memory traces we evaluated for the first part of our study. Trace IDs are listed for easy reference within the original data repository [28] .
PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION

Terminology and Notation
Formally, a machine with m bytes of memory and a page size s consists of n = m/s pages. For example, a machine with 2 32 bytes of RAM and a typical page size s of 2 12 bytes, has 2 32 /2 12 pages. Given a list of pages, p0 through pn−1, we can compute a fingerprint F of the machine's memory by computing a list of hashes, h(p0) through h(pn−1), i.e., one hash per page. The number of unique hashes in a typical fingerprint is less than the total number of pages, either because of true hash collisions, which should be rare, or because the content of the pages is actually identical, a much more likely scenario. Pages with identical content are, for example, due to shared libraries. In addition, freshly (re)booted machines have a large number of pages containing only zeros, further reducing the number of unique hashes. We use U to denote the set of unique hashes of a fingerprint.
Motivation
The fact that pages with identical content exist within a single machine, physical or virtual, and between multiple virtual machines on a single host, has previously been observed [5, 28, 21, 30, 12] . Merging multiple logically distinct but content-wise identical pages reduces the overall physical memory usage. However, in multi-tenant virtualized environments page sharing across tenants can compromise the security [23] and may thus be disabled in practice.
In the context of virtual machine migration, the redundancy inherent in identical pages is used to reduce the migrationrelated network traffic. If a page already exists at the destination, e.g., because a previously sent page has the exact same content, it need not be sent again. This optimization to reduce the amount of data sent over the network has previously been observed and exploited [29] .
However, to the best of our knowledge, previous work only exploited the data redundancy if it occurred within the context of a single migration operation, be it a single VM or a group of VMs. Our work goes beyond detecting duplicate pages within a single migration: we propose to reuse old memory checkpoints to reduce the migration traffic and time. Whenever a VM migrates to a host it has visited before, the old checkpoint contains a previous version of the VM's memory. Our goal is to reuse the old checkpoint when constructing the memory contents during an incoming migration. Assuming there is an overlap between the old checkpoint and the VM's current state, reusing the old checkpoint reduces the migration-related network traffic. Our goal is to also reduce the overall migration time, by reading from fast local storage instead of the potentially much slower network.
Two aspects are key for the scheme to work successfully: first, VMs must visit the same servers. This actually is the case as a recent cloud study by IBM reports. Birke et al. observed that instances typically move between a very limited set of hosts [7] . Often even just two hosts are involved in a ping-pong-style migration pattern. One possibility could be hard-and software updates to the host that require all VMs to be temporarily moved. Another alternative could be dynamic workload consolidation [26] : all low-activity VMs are consolidated on a single server and migrated to another machine as soon as they become active. Once the VM becomes quiet again, it moves back to the consolidation server.
How Memory Changes over Time
Besides the observations that VMs migrate only among a small set of hosts, the second important question is how quickly the memory content of a machine changes over time. After all, if the VM's memory changes completely between two migrations, nothing can be gained from storing and reusing an old checkpoint.
To determine how the memory content of a typical machine changes over time, we used publicly available memory traces 1 originally collected for the Memory Buddies project [28] . The goal of the Memory Buddies project was to identify virtual machines suitable for co-location. Good co-location partners have a high fraction of identical pages amenable for merging. The authors were more interested in the similarity between machines, whereas we focus on the evolution of a single machine's memory contents. Table 1 lists the machines we analyzed for the first part of our study.
For the Memory Buddy study the authors collected memory traces for several Linux servers and laptops over a period of 7 days. Each traced machine creates one memory fingerprint every 30 minutes. Over the course of one week, this ideally results in 7 * 24 * 60/30 = 336 fingerprints for each traced machine. Due to server reboots and network connectivity problems a handful of fingerprints for the servers are missing. For the laptops, only between 151 and 205 fingerprints exist, of the theoretically possible 336. We hypothesize that this is a result of the different usage patterns. While servers run 24/7, laptops are active only when the user needs them to. Overall, the smaller number of fingerprints for the laptops, still reveals the same underlying trends.
For each machine we have a list of fingerprints F0 through Fm. To evaluate the memory's evolution, we enumerate all possible fingerprint pairs and calculate their similarity. We define the similarity between two fingerprints Fa and F b as the fraction of shared unique hashes. Basing the similarity on the count of unique hashes is more to the point when estimating the benefit of old checkpoints. Identical pages within a VM could also be exploited with other content-based redundancy techniques [29] . For example, the similarity of Ua with U b is defined as |Ua∩U b | |Ua| . Based on the Memory Buddy traces, we determine the similarity of each fingerprint pair. Assuming 336 fingerprints, one fingerprint every 30 minutes for the duration of one week, this gives n * (n + 1)/2 = 336 * 337/2 = 56616 possible fingerprint pairs. We sort the fingerprint pairs into Figure 1: Time series of memory similarity for 2 servers (first column), 2 laptops (middle column) and 2 web crawlers (right column). Each figure shows the maximum, average and minimum similarity. Even though the similarity decreases over time, the average similarity after 24 hours is still between 10% to 40%.
bins according to their time delta. The first bin contains all pairs with a time delta (x-axis) in the range between [15, 45) minutes, the second bin [45, 75), and so on. For each bin we show the minimum, maximum, and average similarity up to a maximum time delta of 24 hours. Figure 1 shows how the memory content for six machines changes over time. Each column shows data for a different kind of system. From left to right this includes two physical servers running a web/e-mail workload, two laptops running a desktop workload, and two virtual machines running a distributed web crawler. The general trend is as expected: the memory content changes over time. As a result, the similarity between fingerprints decreases as the time between two fingerprints increases. The worst case similarity, for all systems, quickly drops to below 20%, often even less than 10%, for example, in the case of Server C (cf. Figure 2 ). On average, the similarity after 24 hours is between 40% (Server B) and 20% (Server C). The difference between minimum, average, maximum similarity likely stems from different activity levels of the server. Periods of low activity result in a high similarity, whereas periods of high activity decrease the similarity.
In addition to the server and laptop traces from the Memory Buddy project, we also collected our own fingerprints. We traced 3 VMs running a modified version of the Apache Nutch web crawler [18] . Each VM had 4 cores and 8 GiB of memory. We collected 192 fingerprints for each VM: one fingerprint every 30 minutes over 4 days. For the web crawlers, the average similarity is only 40% after one hour and drops below 20% after 5 hours. This illustrates that the expected benefit depends on the actual workload within the VM. An active VM with no idle intervals will only gain a small benefit from a local checkpoint.
A real-world cloud likely consists of a mix of VMs of all activity levels; from constantly idle to constantly busy. Even though a checkpoint may not reduce the traffic for every VM and migration, we expect the average migration will still see a worthwhile reduction in migration traffic and time.
Expected Payoff
Based on how the memory content changes, we must also consider the specific scenario in which virtual machine migration is deployed to estimate the usefulness of reusing old checkpoints. In the study that originally sparked our investigation [7] , the average time between migrations is 7 days. This is a long time, but even after one week there is some exploitable redundancy as Figure 2 shows. While we do not know the migration cause in Birke et al.'s study, the time between migrations is much smaller, on the order of a few hours, in other scenarios. For example, in the case of virtual desktop infrastructures [6, 20, 11] the time between migrations aligns with a typical workday, i.e., 8 and 16 hours. When the virtual desktop runs on the consolidation server, i.e., when the user is not interactively using the virtual desktop over night, we expect only minimal changes to the memory. Other use cases, such as follow-the-sun computing [25] and dynamic workload consolidation [26] , also have intermigration times of a few hours rather than multiple days.
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
After illustrating the potential benefits, we describe the design and implementation of our prototype. Our prototype is based on the open-source machine emulator QEMU/KVM because this is the virtualization technology we are most familiar with. In principle, the idea and concept can be : Server C's snapshot similarity over the entire 7 day trace period. Even after one week about 20% of the memory content is unchanged. Depending on the use case, we expect the time between migrations to be much shorter, i.e., on the order of a few hours.
applied to other established virtualization technologies, such as Xen, HyperV, VMware, and VirtualBox.
Live Migration Algorithm Recap
Before detailing the changes we made to the migration logic, we recap the stages of a standard pre-copy live migration. Our description focuses on the memory portion of the VM's state, as our optimizations only target the VM's in-memory state. If migrating the on-disk state is necessary, i.e., because the source and destination do not share their storage, established techniques can be applied [16, 29] .
A typical VM live migration progresses in a small finite number of rounds. During the first round, the VM's entire memory, from the first to the last page, is transferred from the source to the destination. At the end of the first round, the destination has a more or less up to date picture save for the updates made at the source during the first round.
During a live migration the VM continuous to run -answering request, serving queries -and performs memory updates as a result. In subsequent rounds, only the dirty pages are copied. This saves significant bandwidth, as unmodified pages need not be copied again. Ideally, the set of changed pages becomes smaller and smaller until, in a final round, the VM is paused, the remaining pages copied, and the execution resumed at the destination host.
In VeCycle, we only adapt the first iteration. Typically, the first round indiscriminately transfers all pages from the source to the destination. However, in VeCycle the migration source only sends pages if they do not already exist at the destination. We perform the necessary checksum computations and comparisons only during the first copy round. We consider it unlikely that a page updated between copy rounds matches a page already present at the destination.
Changes to the Migration Source
At the migration source, instead of sending every page indiscriminately, we only send the full page if it does not already exist at the destination. To this end, we compute the page's checksum, currently MD5, and test if the checksum is within the set of checksums of pages existing at the destination. If the destination has the page already, we only send the checksum. Otherwise, we send both the page and the checksum. Sending the checksum along with the full page saves the receiver from re-computing the checksum for the received page.
This raises the question of how the sender knows the set of pages existing at the destination? In the case of migrating a VM back and forth between the same two hosts it is easy: when migrating from host A to host B, B keeps track of the incoming pages and their checksums. At the end of the incoming migration, server B knows the set of pages existing at server A. On an outgoing migration from B to A, B consults the set of checksums seen during the incoming migration. If the checksum of any outgoing page matches a checksum seen during the incoming migration, the page already exists at A. Again, on a match only the checksum is sent to the destination.
With migration patterns other than ping-pong, the destination host sends all the checksums of existing pages to the source in an initial setup phase. This would be an additional step before the actual migration. The size of the message is related to the VM's size and the checksums used. For example, a 4 GiB VM has 2 20 pages. Assuming each page has a unique MD5 checksum, the destination would send 2 20 * 2 4 bytes = 2 24 bytes = 16 MiB of MD5 checksums to the source. Even in the worst case, i.e., a minimum similarity of a few percent, the additional traffic to exchange the checksums is compensated by the reduced migration traffic.
An alternative to sending the checksums in bulk before the actual migrations is to have the source send the checksum for each individual page to the destination. The destination would reply whether it knows the checksum or not. Although we have not evaluated this alternative scheme, we expect the high frequency exchange of small messages to slow down the migration performance. Hence, we send the checksums in-bulk before the actual migration begins.
Changes to the Migration Destination
When the destination VM starts up and prepares for an incoming migration, it initializes its main memory based on the contents of a checkpoint file. The path to the checkpoint file is given as a parameter to the VM. Before the VM is ready to receive the incoming migration, it sequentially reads the checkpoint file and copies the content into the memory representing the VM's RAM. Sequential file access ensures optimal use of the disk's available I/O bandwidth.
While reading through the checkpoint file, the VM calculates one checksum per 4 KiB block and records the checksum together with the file's offset for later use. We currently keep the checksums and their offsets in a sorted list, such Different methods exist to reduce the network traffic during a migration and each method identifies a distinct set of pages to transfer. In the common case, deduplication transfers the most pages, followed by dirty page tracking. Checksumbased redundancy elimination typically performs better than dirty page tracking. It is also possible to combine the basic techniques.
that we can use binary search to quickly find the offset for a given checksum. After the initialization, the destination sends the hashes of locally available pages to the source. Then the destination starts receiving messages from the migration source. In essence, each message is a page number plus either a checksum or the full page. If the message contains a checksum, the destination VM calculates the checksum for the page in its local memory. Because the local memory was initialized from an old checkpoint, chances are that the page frame already has the correct content. If the remote checksum does not match the local checksum, the remote checksum is used to lookup the page's offset in the local checkpoint. The basic algorithm is given as pseudo-code in Listing 1.
Checksums
It is possible to determine updated pages by means other than checksums. For example, Akiyama et al. use dirty page tracking to reduce the migration traffic [3] . In principle, each technique identifies a unique set of pages to transfer, as illustrated in Figure 3 . As our evaluation will show, contentbased redundancy elimination yields the highest traffic reduction, i.e., outperforms stand-alone dirty page tracking.
Our prototype uses MD5 checksums to determine if two pages are identical. Widely used tools, such as rsync, use MD5 to this day to optimize the file transfer between remote hosts, even though (prefix) collision attacks on MD5 have been known for years. If MD5 is deemed a risk to security and correctness, the checksum can be replaced by more advanced algorithms, for example, SHA1 or SHA256.
Investigation of a checksum algorithm other than MD5 may become necessary if the checksum calculation itself becomes a bottleneck. Typically, the migration speed is determined by the available network bandwidth. Exclusive access to a gigabit Ethernet link allows the sender to transfer data at a rate of 120 MiB/s. Our benchmark machines can calculate MD5 checksums at a rate of 350 MiB/s on a single core, roughly 3 times faster than the bandwidth provided by gigabit Ethernet. For VMs with a low similarity, where a large fraction of the VM's state must be sent over the network, the additional MD5 checksum computa- tion does not pose a problem over conventional gigabit links. For higher speed 10 or 40 gigabit links, the migration time will be dominated by the checksum rate. A cheaper checksum, hardware-acceleration, or multi-threaded execution are available options to increase the checksum rate. As our focus is on conventional and cost-effective gigabit Ethernet, we leave the investigation of higher transfer and checksum rates for future work.
With a high degree of similarity and a conventional gigabit link, the checksum rate still determines the achievable lower bound on the migration time. Even though VeCycle may speed up the migration time compared to a standard migration, the checkpoint-assisted migration will take at least as long as it takes to compute the checksums for the VM's memory.
EVALUATION
The evaluation is split into four parts, answering the fol- 
Setup
Our benchmark setup consists of three machines: two VM hosts and a third machine exporting shared storage. The two VM hosts have slightly different processor and memory configurations. Machine A is equipped with a 6-core AMD Phenom II processor and 12 GiB RAM. Machine B only has a 4-core Phenom II processor and 8 GiB RAM. Both machines have a 2 TB spinning disk (Samsung HD204UI) as well as a 128 GB solid state disk (Intel SSDSC2CT12). The disks are attached via Serial ATA (SATA) revision 2. During our benchmarks, the local disks only store the VM's memory checkpoint, while the VM's persistent storage is accessed over the network via NFS. The machines have a PCIe gigabit Ethernet card which is connected to a gigabit switch. The benchmark machines ran a recent version of Ubuntu (12.04) with a 3.2 Linux kernel, as did the VMs.
How Effective is Deduplication?
One question we asked ourselves was just how much more redundancy could be exploited in addition to existing techniques like deduplication. For example, CloudNet [29] plicates pages at the migration source. The sender calculates one hash per outgoing page or part of a page. If the hash matches that of a previously sent page, and the pages are indeed identical, an index into the cache is sent to the destination instead of the full page. Note that it is possible for CloudNet to use hashes instead of cryptographically secure checksums to probe for potentially identical pages. Because the original page and its potential match both reside at the sender, they can be compared for actual equality without incurring any network traffic. VeCycle has to rely on strong checksums, because the two pages are located on different physical hosts. A byte-forbyte comparison for actual equality would require to send the page over the network, which is exactly what VeCycle is designed to avoid. Figure 4 shows a time series of the percentage of duplicate pages for 6 Memory Buddy machines [28] . In the context of memory sharing, i.e., merging of identical pages to save physical memory, this has previously been called selfsimilarity [5] . The fraction of duplicate pages is defined as 1−(unique hashes)/(total pages). We see that there is some difference in the percentage of duplicate pages between the servers, while the laptops all have a rather homogeneous fraction of duplicate pages. Server A has a very stable and low duplicate page count of slightly more than 5%. Server C has about 20% of duplicate pages, but at the same time, has even fewer zero pages among them than server A. To show that not all duplicate pages are due to zero pages, we also show the percentage of zero pages for the three servers in Figure 4 's rightmost plot. Although there are some spikes in the percentage of zero pages, it is stable and low at less than 5% for all three servers most of the time.
We find that the exploitable redundancy due to duplicate pages is only about 20% for most of the time. While periods with a higher percentage of duplicate pages exist, for example, during hours 48 to 72 for server C, this is uncommon. We conclude that stand alone deduplication is less effective than checkpoint-assisted migration. The latter often achieves similarity scores of 20% up to 70% (cf. Figure 1 ).
How Effective is Dirty Page Tracking?
Sender-side deduplication is not the only way to reduce the migration traffic. Even though pages with identical content are only sent once, they might still be part of an old checkpoint at the destination.
An alternative to content-based redundancy elimination was explored by Akiyama et al.: their Miyakodori system uses dirty page tracking to determine updated pages [3] . Each page has a generation counter that is incremented if the page is written to after a migration. After an outgoing migration, the migration source stores a local checkpoint and the corresponding vector of generation counters. On an incoming migration, the checkpoint's generation vector is compared with the VM's current generation vector. Pages with matching generation counters need not be transferred.
In contrast to VeCycle, Miyakodori does not compute any checksums and instead relies on dirty page tracking to identify updates. However, Miyakodori may overestimate the pages to transfer. When pages move around in physical memory, as illustrated in Figure 5 , they look like they have been updated, when in fact their content has not changed. In general, the set of pages identified by each method is distinct.
We analyzed the available traces to determine how effective each method is to reduce the migration traffic. The three basic methods are: (i) sender-side deduplication, (ii) dirty page tracking, and (iii) content-based redundancy elimination. It is also possible to combine the techniques. For example, dirty page tracking and content-based redundancy elimination can both be combined with deduplication. Note that adding dirty page tracking to deduplication or contentbased redundancy elimination does not reduce the number of transferred pages. Dirty page tracking only reduces the computational overhead, as checksums need only be computed for dirtied pages.
We analyzed the available data sets with respect to the effectiveness of each method and possible combinations thereof. Unfortunately, neither the Memory Buddy traces nor our own contain actual dirty tracking information. Instead, given two fingerprints we say a page is dirty if its content changed between the two fingerprints. We were particularly interested in the difference between dirty page tracking, as implemented in Miyakodori, and content-based redundancy elimination, as implemented by VeCycle.
We constructed all possible fingerprint pairs for each of the machines in the Memory Buddies [28] study. For every pair, we calculated how many pages each technique would transfer. Figure 5 shows the average reduction for each method for server A (left), one cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot for the servers (center), and one CDF plot for the laptops (right).
We find that deduplication transfers fewer pages than a straightforward full migration, but the other techniques reduce the traffic even more effectively. Dirty page tracking performs better than deduplication alone, but also benefits from deduplication (the bar for dirty+dedup is lower than for dirty). Content-based redundancy elimination (labeled hashes) transfers even fewer pages than dirty page tracking (with or without deduplication). At least in this particular example, combining content-based redundancy elimination with deduplication brings little, if any, benefit.
The CDF plots shows how frequently and by which margin content-based redundancy elimination performs better than dirty page tracking combined with deduplication. We see, for example, that for Server A the difference between the two methods is minimal in 60% of the cases. For Server B, on the other hand, in 90% of the cases content-based redundancy elimination reduces the traffic by 10% and more when compared to dirty page tracking. For the laptops, content-based redundancy elimination outperforms dirty page tracking by at least 5% in half of the cases.
However, dirty page tracking determines on which subset of pages to calculate checksums, because clean pages can definitively be reused. This is especially attractive because dirty page tracking is done in hardware on modern Intel processors.
Best Case Scenario
We start the empirical evaluation of our prototype by measuring the migration time and traffic for an idle VM. This is the best case scenario, because we expect there to be maximum similarity between the VM's current state and its most recent snapshot. Because the VM is idle, memory updates are rare. The VM runs Ubuntu 12.04 with some background daemons, but no other applications. We migrate the VM back and forth between the two benchmark hosts. After the migration, the source writes a checkpoint of the VM to its local disk. On the subsequent in-migration, the host uses the checkpoint to initialize the VM's state.
We are interested in the total migration time and the migration-related network traffic. Both should be minimal because a large percentage of pages can be reused from the old checkpoint. We repeat the measurements for VMs with different memory sizes up to a maximum of 6 GiB. Before the first migration, the VM executes a program which allocates 95% of the total memory and writes random data to it. Eliminating zero pages fits with our earlier analysis, i.e., Figure 4 showed the percentage of zero pages to be only a few percent at most. The operating systems aggressively use available memory to cache file system data; we expect all available memory to be used in the steady state.
We performed measurements for migrating the VM within a local area network and an emulated wide area network. For the wide area network we used the properties specified in the CloudNet paper [29] : a maximum bandwidth of 465 Mbps and an average latency of 27 milliseconds. Though local and wide area networks differ in a number of characteristics, most relevant to our evaluation is the WAN's reduced effective bandwidth and its impact on how quickly the migration finishes. The available migration bandwidth may also be limited in a local area network, as the migration traffic competes with other network users. We used netem to emulate the wide area network in our Linux benchmark environment. Figure 6 shows the average migration time and traffic for various VM sizes. We compare VeCycle with the standard migration implementation of QEMU/KVM version 2.0. The migration time captures how long it takes from initiating the migration at the source until the VM runs at the destination. We explicitly do not capture the setup phase at the destination or the time to write the checkpoint at the source. This is reasonable because the workload within the VM is primarily affected during the actual copy phase. As pages must be marked read-only to track the VM's write set, there is some performance impact while the copy is in progress. Similarly, the background network traffic can negatively impact the VM's performance. Hence, we discount the migration setup at the destination as well as writing the checkpoint at the source from the migration time.
As expected, the migration time grows linearly with the VM's size; both for VeCycle and the QEMU/KVM's default migration routine. The time to migrate a VM for QE-MU/KVM is limited by the available network bandwidth, 1 gigabit in our setup. Copying one gigabyte takes about 10 seconds over a gigabit link. The migration of a VM with 1 GiB of memory takes around 10 seconds. Large VMs with 6 GiB of memory take around 60 seconds to migrate. VeCycle benefits from the fact that calculating and comparing Figure 6 : As the VM's memory size increases, migrating over a local area network (left) and an emulated wide area network (center) takes progressively longer. The outgoing network traffic at the migration source also increases proportionally (right). This is a best case scenario with extremely high similarity of almost 100%, for example, an idle VM.
checksums can be done at a higher rate than transferring data over the network. It takes only 3 seconds to migrate small VMs (1 GiB) and 13 seconds for large VMs (6 GiB). VeCycle is 3 times faster on small VMs and around 4 times faster on large VMs than the default migration implementation.
Across an emulated wide area network the benefit of reducing the data volume becomes even more apparent. A single VM with 1 GiB of memory takes 177 seconds on average to migrate. This comes out to an average transfer rate of just over 6 Mbps; significantly lower than within the local area network. With VeCycle it only takes 16 seconds, because the data volume is decreased by two orders of magnitude: from 1 GB down to 15 MB. The reduction in migration time is even more impressive for large instances. For VMs with 6 GiB of memory, it takes 16 minutes to copy the state to the destination, compared to less than one minute for VeCycle.
The measurements presented in this section used a spinning hard disk on the host to store the checkpoint. We repeated the same set of experiments with a solid state disk, but the migration times did not change. Storing checkpoints on rotating disks is more cost-effective as spinning disks still have a lower cost per gigabyte than solid state disks.
Varying Update Rates
An idle VM allows us to observe the maximum benefit of our checkpoint-assisted migration. If the time between migrations is short, improvements close to what we described in the previous section are possible. To see how VeCycle's payoffs change as the similarity between the VM and its previous checkpoint decreases, we performed a second set of benchmarks where we had full control over the percentage and distribution of memory updates.
For our controlled environment, we allocate a ramdisk within the VM taking up 90% of the VM's memory. In our measurements we used a VM configured with 4 GiB of RAM. We create a single large file within the ramdisk, filling it sequentially with random data. The way the Linux kernel allocates memory for the ramdisk, the file is laid out sequentially in the VM's physical memory. Subsequently, we can update select blocks of this single large file to create specific update patterns within the VM's physical memory.
We expect the results of our controlled environment to be representative of real-world workloads. After all, the expected benefit of VeCycle depends mainly on how much the VM has diverged from the checkpoint. While real-world workloads may have different update patterns, VeCycle's performance gains are much more sensitive to the overall similarity. We report results for LAN and WAN migration as before. Storing the checkpoint on SSD instead of HDD had no impact on the results. For Figure 7 we randomly updated 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the ramdisk within the VM. The results align perfectly with our expectations. As the percentage of memory updates increases, i.e., the similarity decreases, the migration time for VeCycle increases proportionally and approaches the migration time of the baseline QEMU implementation. The baseline migration time for QEMU is independent of any memory updates between migrations, hence the baseline curve is flat.
For WAN migrations the correlation between memory updates and migration time is the same. Only the absolute times to migrate are much higher than within a local area network. The smaller effective throughput of the WAN link determines the total migration time. The data volume sent over the network corresponds to the size of updated memory in the case of VeCycle. QEMU always sends the full memory content of 4 GiB in this particular scenario.
Virtual Desktop Example
Finally, we demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of VeCycle in a real-world use case. Virtual desktop infrastructures (VDI) have previously been investigated in the context of energy-aware computing [6, 11] . The user's desktop workstation is virtualized and migrated to a central consolidation server during idle periods, e.g., over night. Consolidating the virtualized desktops saves energy because the physical workstation can be powered off. The virtual desktop continues to run on the consolidation server, which preserves the always-on semantics users have come to expect.
We collected memory traces from a desktop computer belonging to one of the author's. One memory fingerprint is recorded every 30 minutes for 19 days (5 Nov 2014 to 23 Nov 2014), resulting in 912 fingerprints in total. The desktop is a Linux machine (Ubuntu 10.04) with 6 GiB of RAM used for web, e-mail, and day-to-day research work. The plots show migration time (left and middle) and traffic volume (right). Lower is better in both cases. As more and more of the memory changes between migrations, the benefit of reusing an old checkpoint decreases accordingly.
After the data collection stage, we analyzed the fingerprints to analytically derive the benefit of deploying VeCycle in an energy-aware VDI consolidation scenario. We assume conservatively that two migrations happen every weekday. In a real system, the decision to migrate would be based on the user's presence and the frequency of interactions with the desktop. We did not record information relevant to make informed migration decisions, hence we assume a fixed migration schedule. The VM migrates from the consolidation server to the workstation when the user arrives at the office (9 am). A second migration happens in the late afternoon (5 pm) when the user leaves the office. There are no migrations over the weekend. This leaves us with 13 weekdays during the trace period and a total of 26 migrations.
By calculating the overlap between fingerprints we determine the reduction in migration traffic due to VeCycle. The degree to which VeCycle reduces the migration traffic is visible in Figure 8 . For our single desktop computer, 26 full migrations would result in roughly 159 GB of network traffic. On-the-fly deduplication of pages at the sender reduces the traffic to 138 GB, 86% of the baseline. VeCycle is able to reduce the total traffic to 40 GB, just 25% of the baseline, and 29% when compared to on-the-fly deduplication. Overall, this is a sizable reduction of the migration-related traffic and clearly illustrates the benefit of VeCycle. Note that VeCycle cannot reuse any checkpoint on the very first migration, which is why the first migration causes the most traffic. We assume that VeCycle still uses deduplication to reduce the migration traffic, i.e., only about 90% of the total number of pages are transferred.
RELATED WORK
There exists a large body of work in the area of virtual machine migration in general and live migration in local and wide area networks in particular. The basic technique of migrating a virtual machine, then called "capsule", is more than a decade old [20] and is itself predated by process migration [17] . Sapuntzakis et al. pioneered the techniques still used today to optimize the migration of VMs. Our work has the same goals, i.e., optimizing the migration, but applies it to a broader range of uses cases. Instead of only focusing on desktop environments that follow their users wherever they go, we show that arbitrary VMs running in a data center can benefit from the same optimization techniques.
Since the original idea of migrating entire execution con- texts, the next step was to do so with minimal service interruption [9] . Over time, the basic live migration technique was extended, for example, by switching to a post-copy instead of a pre-copy approach [13] or using record/replay in lieu of explicitly copying the state [14] . Compressing the migration data also helps to reduce the data volume [24] . All the insights from these works are still valid and can be combined with VeCycle. Still, each migration is viewed as a singular and independent event.
Miyakodori [3] , which also reduces the migration traffic by reusing VM checkpoints, is closest to our work. In addition, we show that content-based redundancy elimination achieves better results than only tracking dirty pages. We also provide additional data points that exploitable redundancy actually exists in real-world workloads.
Migrating across wide area networks is particularly challenging because of the limited bandwidth and high latency links. Many works exist to optimize the migration across WANs in one way or another [19, 29, 4, 16, 8] . Again, each migration is considered in isolation. Extending earlier work on migrating within local area networks, optimizations are now applied to entire VM clusters. Instead of deduplicating only the pages of a single VM, duplicates in all memory pages of the entire VM cluster are eliminated. The reuse of state already present at the destination is only done for persistent storage. We show that it is beneficial to apply the same idea also to the VM's memory.
Data on the properties and characteristics of large VM populations is notoriously rare. A recent study from IBM revealed interesting insights with respect to migration patterns in real cloud deployments [7] . The key take away is that migrating VMs only move between a small set of servers, often just two. Although we do not know the underlying reason leading to the patterns, it is still noteworthy and sparked the current study. Other studies have also highlighted the usefulness of VM migrations as a workload management tool within the modern data center. However, the migrationrelated network traffic is a real problem and affects the frequency with which migrations can be performed [22, 26] . Our work directly addresses this pain point by reducing the migration-related traffic.
Related work also exists in the area of deduplication for inmemory and on-disk data. For example, the Memory Buddies project [28] uses the percentage of sharable pages as a guide for good co-location candidates. Instead, we analyzed the traces with respect to how quickly the overall memory content changes. Previous studies on page sharing [5, 21] never looked at the memory change rate, but only at how the set of duplicate pages evolves over time.
In general, there is a large body of work on how to employ VM migration to solve problems such as hot spot mitigation [27] , increase the percentage of shareable pages [21, 12] , decrease the contention on shared resources [2] , and consolidate virtual desktops to save energy [11, 6] . Jettison [6] only moves the working set of an idle virtualized desktop to the consolidation server. Conversely, only pages dirtied on the server are copied back to the desktop. VeCycle generalizes this concept by persistently storing checkpoints at each visited server. We also apply the concept to a broader range of services beyond idle desktop VMs. These and future use cases will all benefit from cheaper migrations.
Lastly, one might question the whole concept of hardware virtualization and migration of heavyweight virtual machines. Approaches such as unikernels [15] and custom cloud operating systems, e.g., ZeroVM [1], demonstrate a more lightweight approach to application development and deployment "in the cloud". A typical unikernel application is less than one megabyte in size, compared to hundreds of megabytes for a single VM. While the reduced space/memory footprint is a good selling point, people also like to reuse legacy applications and code. Unikernels and similar approaches put a high burden on the developer because they have to (re)write their application in a possibly unfamiliar language, e.g., Erlang and work with a possibly unfamiliar runtime. VMs allow the average programmer to develop and deploy in a familiar environment.
CONCLUSION
Our study was motivated by the observation that virtual machines within a data center only migrate between a small set of servers [7] . Based on this observation, we used publicly available and our own memory traces to look at how the memory content of a virtual/physical machines changes over time. We found that within a few hours a significant part of the memory is unchanged. Even over longer time frames of 24 hours and more, up to 40% of the memory is still reusable. Hence, there is an opportunity to decrease the traffic and time when migrating virtual machines.
We then described our prototype implementation and discussed various design decisions. On an outgoing migration, the source writes a checkpoint of the VM to its local disk. A subsequent incoming migration of the same VM reuses the local checkpoint to bootstrap the VM. Only pages not already part of the checkpoint are sent across the network. Empirical measurements within a local area and an emulated wide-area network show that VeCycle reduces the network traffic and speeds up the migration as intended. We also found that content-based redundancy elimination sends fewer pages than alternative techniques, in particular dirty page tracking.
Finally, we analyzed the benefit of VeCycle within a virtual desktop infrastructure where virtualized desktops are periodically migrated between the user's PC and a consolidation host. Based on real-world traces, we found that VeCycle effectively reduces the migration traffic by 75% compared to a full system migration and by 71% when compared to sender-side deduplication.
